The Jean Monnet House: A place in Europe’s history

SUMMARY
In keeping with the wishes of Jean Monnet and his closest colleagues, who dreamt of seeing his family home transformed into a place in which young people could come together to discuss and share ideas, the European Parliament has made this public place of recollection a venue of choice for people seeking to learn more about the way the European Union works, and discover the environment in which one of the architects of today’s Europe lived and worked.

It was here that many of the plans which would have a decisive bearing on the future of France and Europe were drawn up. Close to Paris, but at the same time offering a refuge from the clamour of the French capital, it was here that Jean Monnet developed his vision of peace and European unity. The European Parliament bought the house in 1982. Today, managed on a day-to-day basis by the House of European History, the Jean Monnet House offers, through a permanent multimedia exhibition, an insight into both the private world of Jean Monnet and his career and political ideals. Since 2013, the Jean Monnet House has been officially recognised by the French Government as a 'Maison des Illustres' and is also part of the Network of Political Houses and Foundations of Leading Europeans, an initiative behind which the European Parliament is a driving force.

Today, Parliament is breathing new life into the Jean Monnet House, in order to raise awareness of Monnet’s work and to pass on his values of peace and solidarity to a wider public by organising new activities and hosting numerous events in Houjarray.
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Jean Monnet House in Houjarray.
Source: European Parliament.
For almost 40 years, the European Parliament has owned the house in which Jean Monnet, one of the ‘founding fathers’ of the European Union, spent the last part of his life. In December 1982, it bought the house at Houjarray (in the hamlet of Yvelines, situated close to Monfort-l’Amaury, 45 km south-west of Paris) where Jean Monnet lived and worked for more than 30 years. It was in this very house that in 1975 Jean Monnet received from Georges Spénale, the then President of the European Parliament, Parliament’s Gold Medal for his decisive contribution to the process of building a united Europe. It was also here that he learnt of the decision taken by the Luxembourg European Council meeting in April 1976 to proclaim him an ‘honorary citizen of Europe’.

Jean Monnet, a 'Founding Father' of Europe

Jean Monnet bought the former farmhouse in 1945, on his return from the United States. At the time, the former Deputy Secretary-General of the League of Nations and international financier was preparing to become the first director of France’s Commissariat général du Plan de Modernisation et d’Equipement (National Planning Agency for Modernisation and Infrastructure). It was in that role that he was closely involved in the management and distribution of the resources made available under the Marshall Plan for the reconstruction of Europe. That would be followed by the great adventure of Franco-German reconciliation, which was to give practical expression to the idea of European integration.

Keen to move to the countryside where he could indulge his habit of taking an early morning walk before starting work, Monnet was introduced to the house and the surrounding area by his sister, who was already living on the edge of the Rambouillet forest. Without hesitation, he bought the Houjarray house with its thatched roof from a Swedish doctor, who, following the death of his wife in a bombing raid at the end of the war, had decided to return to Sweden. Monnet and his family moved in quickly without having any major work done on the house. It was in this house that he devised the Schuman Plan which led to the establishment, in 1952, of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC). And it was here that, much later, he wrote his memoirs and received many European leaders and foreign heads of government eager to seek his advice and hear his views on topical events. It was here that Monnet liked to talk in front of the fire with journalists and international commentators. And it was here, finally, that Jean Monnet died on 16 March 1979, surrounded by his family. He was buried in a quiet ceremony in the small cemetery of Bazoches-sur-Guyonne.

The purchase of the House by the European Parliament

Wasting no time, in the month after his death a number of his former colleagues suggested to Emilio Colombo, President of the European Parliament, that it would be a good idea to purchase the property, symbolising as it did the shared historical and cultural heritage of European citizens. Some of Monnet’s closest friends recounted that shortly before his death he had voiced the wish that one day his house should become a meeting place for young people. A few months later, and
despite an unfavourable opinion issued by the College of Quaestors, Parliament entered the cost of the purchase in its provisional budget for 1980. In December 1981, the decision to buy the Jean Monnet House for the updated sale price set by the French Land Agency was ratified by Parliament’s enlarged Bureau. It was not until Monnet’s widow, Silvia, died in August 1982, however, that the purchase was completed in a notarised act.

From the point of view of the principles and formalities involved, the matter was not a simple one. Some people in the Secretariat were sceptical as to whether Parliament should be buying the house, which belonged to an eminent person who had never been a member of the European Assembly and which, moreover, was not close to its places of work nor in the capital of a Member State. Others were more concerned about the legal and budgetary procedures involved. Pieter (Piet) Dankert, the new President of Parliament, therefore lost no time in contacting Gaston Thorn, the President of the Commission, to determine the course of action required should the latter institution wish to join Parliament in purchasing the building.

Convinced that this step could contribute to the joint efforts by the institutions to raise public awareness of the European idea, and in keeping with Article 211 of the Treaty of the European Economic Community (EEC) on the representation of the European Communities, the Commission preferred, however, to draw up a delegation of power in order to authorise and mandate the President of the European Parliament to purchase the Jean Monnet House on behalf of the three Communities (ECSC, EEC and Euratom). At the same time, Parliament obtained from the French Ministry of Economic Affairs and Finance (which was headed by Jacques Delors at the time) an assurance that it would be exempt from transfer duties on the property transaction when the land registration formalities were carried out at the competent land registry.

For Parliament’s Bureau, the priority was to safeguard Europe’s historical heritage and bring to fruition a symbolic act honouring the memory of Jean Monnet. In other words, the aim was to raise the profile of an emblematic place which was imbued with the spirit of Europe and give that place a role. The immediate task, therefore, was to refurbish the building so that it could quickly be made available to the European Communities for non-profit-making activities.

A venue for meetings and an information centre about the European integration process

Parliament’s Committee on Youth, Culture, the Media, Information and Sport immediately drew up a number of proposals concerning ways in which the Jean Monnet House could be used. A number of site visits involving members of that committee were organised. Once the building and the large garden had been renovated, MEPs’ idea was to turn the house into a venue for meetings and an information centre about the European integration process. They emphasised the need to preserve the nature of the house as a family home and to return it to the state in which Jean Monnet knew it at the end of his life. At the same time, a number of public relations agencies were asked to submit practical proposals for ways in which the building could be used. This was, however, a difficult task, given that all the furniture had been removed and, in 1978, the archives had been transferred to the
Jean Monnet Foundation for Europe in Lausanne. The aim of the foundation, which is based at the Ferme de Dorigny on the banks of Lake Geneva, is to contribute to the efforts to move the European integration process forward by drawing inspiration from the thinking, working methods and achievements of Jean Monnet (by organising conferences and seminars, hosting researchers, releasing publications, etc.).

At the same time, Jean Monnet's former colleagues in Paris were setting up the Friends of Jean Monnet Association for the purpose of keeping alive his memory, his work and his teachings. That association was established in 1986. Reflecting its resolve to prepare without delay events to mark the centenary of Jean Monnet's birth in 1988, the association secured a grant from the Ile-de-France Regional Council to recreate Jean Monnet's office and reconstitute his library, in order to give visitors a better sense of the atmosphere of the period. It also went to considerable lengths to collect objects and souvenirs which had belonged to Monnet (books, pictures, photographs, facsimiles of manuscripts and correspondence, a miner's lamp, an ashtray commemorating the establishment of the common steel market, etc.) in order to make the house an authentic evocation of Jean Monnet's life and work.

Transformed into a museum devoted to the life of its former owner and the workings of the European Community, the Jean Monnet House was ready to be opened to the public. The inauguration ceremony took place on 12 June 1987, in the presence of two former Presidents of the European Parliament, Pierre Pflimlin and Simone Veil. The Lausanne Foundation provided the explanatory panels for the permanent exhibition and the audiovisual presentation on Monnet's life and the beginnings of the European unification process. The political circumstances were favourable: the Community institutions proclaimed 1988 'European Jean Monnet Year' to mark the centenary of his birth. In France and in other Community Member States, the year was punctuated by celebrations and events, such as exhibitions, university seminars, the issuing of a stamp bearing a likeness of Jean Monnet, the installation of commemorative plaques, the unveiling of busts of Monnet in public places, competitions involving schoolchildren, and television and radio broadcasts. In the wake of the celebrations, French President François Mitterrand announced his decision to have Jean Monnet's ashes transferred to the Panthéon in Paris. In 1990, an agreement was signed between the Friends of Jean Monnet Association and the European Parliament giving the former the task, under the responsibility of Parliament's Paris Information Office, of running and managing the site.
A new lease of life for the Jean Monnet House

More recently, the European Parliament decided to become more involved in the use of the house by developing a series of new activities to be carried out there. Work was done to enlarge the conference room and transform the one-hectare park around the house. Paths were created to offer an itinerary which took visitors past a small amphitheatre seating up to 40 people. A building providing accommodation will shortly open on neighbouring land which the European Parliament has purchased. There is also a souvenir shop offering books, Europe-themed objects and tourist brochures. Open all year round, the Jean Monnet House receives several thousand visitors each year for educational activities, conferences, workshops, professional seminars and private events. Since 2013, the Jean Monnet House has been part of the 'Maison des Illustres' network. The French Ministry of Culture awards this status to places whose purpose is to preserve the memory of women and men who played a key role in the political, social and cultural history of France.

Since 1 July 2018, the House of European History (European Parliament's Directorate-General for Communication - DG COMM) has been responsible for the day-to-day running of the site and it now has a team on the spot. With a view to raising the profile of the Houjarray site, the House of European History is responsible for the reception arrangements for visitors, the cultural and educational programme, the communications strategy and media activities, event organisation, the development of partnerships with other institutions and the management of the collections and exhibits. For its part, the Jean Monnet Association continues to act as a partner and adviser in connection with the activities organised on the site.
While a visit to Jean Monnet’s home allows visitors a peek into his private universe, the first-floor museum illustrates his vital contribution to the European unification process after the Second World War. The updated interactive permanent museum (projections, touch screens, timeline, ‘Europe Experience’ table) sets Jean Monnet the person and his career in their historical context. It enables visitors to explore his projects and achievements in the very place where the original ideas took shape. Its multimedia activities illustrate the way Jean Monnet shaped today’s Europe and how the European institutions affect the day-to-day lives of ordinary people. Available in French, English, German, Spanish and Italian and tailored to the interests and expectations of particular groups, guided visits can be arranged which focus on specific subjects and topical issues, for example the institutional workings of the European Union and the European peace settlement from a historical perspective. Thematic workshops can also be organised for school groups in order to offer visitors an insight into the way Europe works and enable pupils to explore topical issues such as European citizenship or the measures Europe is taking to combat climate change. Temporary, online and travelling exhibitions will also be arranged, and new tools will make it possible to manage and expand the collections of historic objects and archives kept on the site.

Since 2017, the Jean Monnet House has been part of the Network of Political Houses and Foundations of Leading Europeans, set up by the European Parliamentary Research Service (DG EPRS). The main objective of the network is to develop, under the patronage and with the support of the European Parliament, exchanges and active cooperation between the houses and foundations of leading European figures from the post-Second World War period, and in particular those who played a major role in the history of European integration. It also includes institutions devoted to individuals whose private homes have not been preserved. Lastly, the network seeks to coordinate the activities of the political houses and foundations of leading Europeans more closely with those of the European Parliament, in particular in the area of relations with the public, through the sharing of experience and know-how.

At present the network includes the houses of Konrad Adenauer (Bad Honnef, Germany), Robert Schuman (Scy-Chazelles, France, and Luxembourg), Jean Monnet (Houjarray, France), Sir Winston Churchill (Chartwell, United Kingdom), Sir Edward Heath (Salisbury, United Kingdom) and François Mitterrand (Jarnac, France: property of the Institut François Mitterrand, Paris) and the foundations...
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established in memory of Willy Brandt (Unkel, Germany), Jean Monnet (Lausanne, Switzerland), Alcide De Gasperi (Pieve Tesino, Italy), Louise Weiss (Saverne, France), Altiero Spinelli (Ventotene, Italy), Mário Soares (Lisbon, Portugal), Bronislaw Geremek (Warsaw, Poland) and Václav Havel (Prague, Czechia).

The network's website can be accessed at: https://www.europarl.europa.eu/thinktank/infographics/politicalhouses/

The European Parliament's aim is to pool these bodies' resources in order to foster dialogue and cooperation between them, in particular by lending its support to an ambitious communication policy. But Parliament is also keen to ensure that lessons are learned from our shared political history. That is, moreover, one of the reasons why in 2019 the Jean Monnet House became the seat of the Jean Monnet Academy, which, under the supervision of the European Parliament’s Directorate-General for Personnel (DG PERS), offers professional training programmes for Parliament staff (induction courses, in-service training, thematic excursions) and team-building events or away days for departments of the Secretariat.

Today, all these initiatives serve the same purpose: making the Jean Monnet House a living historical site and a source of inspiration which embodies the European idea and where members of the public, with the aid of interactive exhibits and hands-on activities, can learn about the history and workings of the European Union. Conscious of the need to safeguard a heritage site which bears witness to Jean Monnet’s life and work, Parliament wishes to bring his achievements and values (peace and solidarity) to a wider audience.
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